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SUBJECT CENTRE FOR LANGUAGES, LINGUISTICS AND AREA STUDIES

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE MANAGEMENT GROUP
TUESDAY 18 SEPTEMBER 2001

UNIVERSITY OF HULL


Present
Prof Michael Kelly (Chair and Director of Subject Centre), Janet Bartle (Academic Coordinator, C&IT), Alison Dickens (Academic Coordinator Linguistics and Area Studies), Dawn Ebbrell (CILT Higher Education Information Officer), Roel Vismans (Director of the C&IT Centre), Vicky Wright (Academic Coordinator, Language), Liz Ashurst (Centre Manager and Minutes Secretary)

In attendance
Fred Riley (Web developer/Technical Coordinator)

1.	Minutes of the last meeting and matters arising
Institutional visits update 
The committee approved the proposal made at the Southampton team meeting that institutions would be asked as part of the LTSN projects questionnaire whether they would welcome a visit from Subject Centre staff.  Decisions about the number, timing and nature of the visits would be made once the questionnaires had been analysed.

It was pointed out that Ciel project staff were visiting 5 institutions during their period of transferability funding and that the work of the Subject Centre was being publicised in the course of these visits.

It was proposed that the other FDTL projects still being funded should be asked to publicise the Subject Centre in the course of institutional visits they might make.  Projects should therefore be furnished with appropriate publicity material and briefed on the Subject Centre if necessary
Action EJA
The committee agreed that this should be discussed again when planning for the next academic year took place.  A meeting with FDTL projects should be convened when the period of transferability had come to an end for all projects. 

Away day 
A possible date for this would be 13 December when the next meeting of the Management Group was scheduled.  It was agreed that the office staff would investigate locations near Southampton.  Before this, EJA would discuss with JB whether the date of the C&IT workshop should be rescheduled.
Action EJA, JB, SN, LJC

Team Meetings
It was agreed that action points from Southampton and Hull team meetings would be circulated 
Action EJA, JB

Hull event
At the last Management Group meeting, an event in Hull to raise the profile of the Subject centre had been discussed.  RV proposed an Area Studies event where the Department of American Studies , the Department of South Eastern Studies as well as appropriate Social Sciences Departments would be invited.  The event would also be open to colleagues in neighbouring institutions.  RV would discuss possible dates with Jenny Parsons, Faculty Administrator and liaise with AD about the timing and shape of the event.
Action RV, AD
2.	Website
Interoperability
Interoperability between Subject Centres’ websites was a desirable objective in principle but it would be extremely labour intensive to achieve.  The following short/medium term actions were agreed:
That FR would keep an eye on the discussions on the technical discussion list and on the activities of the other Subject Centres.  He would keep the Management Group informed of key developments and that he would not commit us to any substantial activity.
Action FR

That the teams for the two LTSN funded projects would investigate whether an XML schemer should be applied to documents to allow them to be searched semantically
Action AD, VW

Site content
It was agreed that the current system of monthly telephone conversations between JB, AD and FR should continue and that material written by Academic Coordinators would be sent up to Hull to be put on the website by the Hull team.  FR had investigated using Zope (open source software) as a means of allowing the website to be updated directly by content providers but there were one or two weaknesses with this software which would need to be resolved before Zope could be implemented.  

It was noted that navigation round the site was sometimes a problem.  It was difficult to resolve the desire on one hand for a simple home page and on the other for more information at a higher level on the site.  One solution might be to have an email enquiry service on the home page.  It was agreed that this and the introduction of a FAQs section would be considered by the web management group.
Action JB, AD, FR

It was also agreed that the questionnaire being devised by the projects should have some key questions about using the web and the Subject Centre website.  AD would consult with JB when the questions were being written.
Action AD
Resources database and LTSN projects
It was agreed that a search mechanism would need to be implemented that would search across the resources currently housed or linked to on the website, the Cilt catalogue and the outputs of the projects.  FR should be given time to consider possible solutions and the Hull team would discuss this further at subsequent team meetings.  DE suggested that she should also look at the content of the resources section of the website.
Action FR, Hull team, DE

FR suggested that the projects write down what was wanted from the work of the projects so that the best technical solutions could be devised.  It may be that using databases was not necessarily the best way of storing the information and materials which would be generated by the projects.  
Action LTSN project teams

It was pointed out that the Hull team did not have the resources to spend much time working on the LTSN projects at the current level of funding.

It was suggested that project staff ought to undertake training in database design and XML.  FR agreed to send details of Netskills courses.

3.	Projects
Due to start soon
AD and VW provided some additional information on the LTSN funded projects.  The aims of the resources project was to create a culture of sharing and to raise the profile of teaching and learning by publicising materials.  FR pointed out that it was important to give acknowledgement to the people who produce the materials.  

ICT4LT
FR pointed out that a bid had been submitted for ICT4LT 2 the outcome of which would be known in September/October.  

WELTS
FR reported that the funding for WELTS had now finished but that it would be important for the Subject Centre to ensure that it was sustained.  It was agreed that JB would talk to William Haworth to establish what funding sources he had applied to already and then decide where the Subject Centre might bid.  
Action JB

Projects to bid for

RV pointed out the need to be selective as the bidding process is very labour intensive

European Union E learning initiative
It was agreed that a proposal centred around the notion that there is a need to create an greater understanding of other cultures particularly in the light of events in America on September 11.  It was agreed that RV would take the lead on producing a proposal and being the focus for consultation and that AD would liaise with RV .  the following institutions were identified as potential partners:
Lyon (MHK to discuss it with them during a visit  at the end of September
SOAS
SEES
University of Leiden (with Rieks Smeets as a contact)
Langues Orientales, Paris

Action RV

New research challenges for technology
MHK reported that he was attending a workshop in Luxembourg and was submitting a contribution under the ‘Pedagogical and Organisational Aspects strand.  The theme of this was that other European countries need an infrastructure similar to the Subject Centres to draw together all the projects being carried out.

ESRC Learning and Teaching Research Fund  
DE reminded the committee that she was attending a seminar on 26 September and sought some advice on a questionnaire which needed to be completed in advance of the meeting.  Key areas for research identified were

The need to promote an understanding of other cultures
Teacher training and retention
The role and effectiveness of C&IT in teaching and learning
A comparative study of Dutch being taught through the Lagelands programme and through traditional methods
A study of the career path of university teachers
Pedagogical models for linguistics and their applications for the teaching of languages
The link between disciplinary specialists and education specialists

The following Key research strengths and weaknesses were identified 
There is a considerable amount of action research but a shortage perhaps of theoretically underpinning
Language teaching is not done by research active staff and conversely, some researchers do not have enough teaching experience
It would not be difficult to gather data for language research but there is a need to analyse it
Area studies teachers are active in research into the content of their programmes but they don’t research into pedagogy

4.	Report from the three centres on forthcoming activity
Each of the three centres had presented papers outlining future activity.  
Southampton – newsletters
It was agreed that the timing of the newsletters should continue to be January and June.  The Grammar supplement had been well received so it was agreed that we should endeavour to produce a supplement with each newsletter and possibly reduce the content of the newsletter.  It was agreed that the supplement for the January newsletter should cover ‘topics of interest in languages, linguistics and area studies’ and that the summer supplement would have a C&IT focus. 
 
M Learning
It was agreed that MHK should take a lead in establishing a special interest group of people interested in examining m(obile) learning to examine if this has any benefit to the Languages, Linguistics and Area Studies community.
Action MHK

5.	2002 Conference
It was agreed that DE and EJA would re examine the costings and check with Alison Cutler about the amount set aside for the publicity material.  The call for papers would be sent out with the Curriculum 2000 mail shot and appropriate mailing lists would be reminded of the deadline 
Action EJA, DE

6.	Evaluation
The Management Group approved the proposals for the focus and method of evaluation.

7.	Any other business
It was agreed that there should be no payment offered to workshop speakers at present

8.	Date of the next meeting
This has been set for 13 December 2001 and will either be held at Cilt or will be an Away Day


